
O'Malley Family Vocabulary Review

Definition multiple choice

Circle (or mark) the word (or phrase) that is best described by the definitions below.

1. Like 'arrive at,' this means to come to a destination.

reach make sure pretty sidewalk

2. To speak in a not clear way. This is often disrespectful to the person you are

talking with.

whine pretty mutter shrug

3. To promise that something is true. You have to do this in a court, for example.

swear hurry shrug mug

4. To think you know what will happen next.

swear jealous hush expect

5. Another word for 'attractive' or 'beautiful.'

hurry jealous pretty mutter

6. This is the feeling of wishing you had something someone else has. Usually in a

negative way.

assembly line reach jealous whine

7. To lift your shoulders in the universal 'I don't know' gesture.

hurry pretty shrug reach

8. A friendly word for a person who is very tired.

mug crowded counter sleepyhead
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9. To stop sleeping.

reach wake up pretty expect

10. This is the way the production of cars is organized, with each action separate

from the other actions.

assembly line wake up stay put emerge

11. The name for the place in your kitchen where you can work standing up.

hush sidewalk jealous counter

12. This describes a situation where you are moving fast because of time pressure.

crowded hurry assembly line wake up
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Fill in the blank

Fit the words in the grey box into the spaces in the sentences below. Each of the words

should only fit into one of the sentences.

hide-and-seek, figure, tag, Hush, whine, emerge, stay put, sidewalk,

casserole, carry, worn out, keep an eye on

1. When Dolores couldn't find her son in the shopping center, she told her daughter

to ____________________________ and wait for her while she looked for him.

2. Corey and Renee didn't think about flying to Rome. They didn't even check the

prices because they ____________________________ it's too expensive for

them.

3. I have bread in the oven. Can you ____________________________ it while I

run to the store? I don't want it to burn.

4. The kids love to play ____________________________ in our backyard. They

can run round for hours.

5. Regina's grandmother's house is a good place to play

____________________________. There are so many great places to hide!

6. Floyd had to work from early to late. When he came home, he was

____________________________ and only wanted his bed.

7. When they go hiking, Steve and Margaret ____________________________ a

backpack full of wine and cheese.

8. My mother makes a ____________________________ if she knows we are

having guests. It's easy to make a lot of food, and she can socialize while it is in

the oven.

9. "Daddy, can I..." "____________________________ ! I can't hear what your

grandmother is saying."

10. Leo doesn't like it when his children ____________________________ about

problems in school. Why can't they talk like normal people?

11. The café has a few tables set up on the ____________________________ where

we can drink a coffee and watch the people walking by.

12. Dean was waiting in the car for his wife to ____________________________

from the store. She said she only needed a minute!


